ABSTRACT:
This paper mainly aims at the image size retrieval system to display the images based on the image size. The image size may vary different size to be retrieved in the images. We have to find out the vector.

I. INTRODUCTION

Analysis is made with the python the dataset has been imported to jupyter notebook and the python is a object oriented and a high level programming language. Supervised learning of semantic searching is a method that allows users to draw generic search queries and return similar drawn images, giving more user control over their search content. We have created various vectors with the attributes in the dataset that we created and extracted the results according to the image size. To retrieve the image based on image size. The analysis made through the sea born graph and to find the vector. The image size makes full use of the semantics in query and the top ranked images of the initial results. The Support Vector Machines (SVM), introduced by [1], is a supervised learning method for solving classification problems. SVM was applied for learning ranking functions in the context of information retrieval. It has also been employed specifically for CBIR the margin can be interpreted as a measure of separation between two classes and can be interpreted as a measure of the quality of the classification [3].

II. RELATED WORKS
Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) emerged as a promising substitute to surpass the challenges met by text based image retrieval solutions. The online phase allows the user to start the retrieval task by providing his query image. Finally, typical CBIR system returns a set of images visually relevant to the user query. This assumption does not hold because of the semantic gap between the higher level meaning and the low-level visual features [10]. Researcher contributions to bridge the semantic gap can be categorised into different manner based on the adopted Technique can be perceived as those focusing on scenery image retrieval [9]. Statistical modelling based clustering considers each cluster/category as a restrictively distributed pattern. Thus, the overall dataset is modelled as distribution mixture. The Expectation Maximization algorithm is usually used to estimate the parameters of the mixture components/distributions corresponding to the cluster properties [7]. More specifically, given the query image, clusters are learned in an unsupervised manner in order to enhance the retrieval accuracy. Objective function optimization is another traditional unsupervised learning technique. For instance, the popular K-means algorithm minimizes the sum of the intra cluster distances [6].

The Support Vector Machines (SVM), introduced by [1], is a supervised learning method for solving classification problems. SVM was applied for learning ranking functions in the context of information retrieval. It has also been employed specifically for CBIR the margin can be interpreted as a measure of separation between two classes and can be interpreted as a measure of the quality of the classification [3].

Genetic Programming (GP) is an inductive learning method introduced by Koza as an extension to Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [5]. It is a problem-solving system designed following the principles of inheritance and evolution, inspired by the idea of Natural Selection. The space of all possible solutions to the problem is investigated using a set of optimization techniques that imitate the theory of evolution .Whose non-leaf nodes are numerical operators and the leaf node set is composed of the similarity values obtained from different descriptors [8].

III. METHODOLOGY

SEABORN GRAPH:
Sea born is a library for making statistical graphics in Python. It builds on top of matplotlib and integrates closely with pandas data structures. Sea born helps you explore and understand your data. Its plotting functions operate on data frames and arrays containing whole datasets and internally perform the necessary semantic mapping and statistical aggregation to produce informative plots. Its dataset-oriented, declarative API lets you focus on what the different elements of your plot.

VECTOR:
To create a new vector in jupyter consists of attribute and retrieve the data according to the image size. A vector is a single dimensional array. Vector are ordinary numbers and attributes.
IV. RESULT

**FIGURE: 3.1**

The graph represents the location attribute is taken here for visualization location is like where we search like Rural, urban, village, city. So here more people from rural location searched more than other city, village location people. It shows more than 0 to 350 in a rural location.

**FIGURE: 3.2**

In this analysis, We need to use the image retrieval dataset and it consists of 'Image feature', 'Image quality', 'Pixel ratio', 'Image type', 'location'. We retrieved the data based on image size which is in the dataset by comparing with other features. First, We created vector consist of some attributes like category, sub category, image type, image feature, pixel ratio, image quality, background noise percentage all the attributes.

**FIGURE: 3.3**

We have create the vector called result1 that for comparing the attributes Location 'village' to display the attributes has been retrieved. It shows the image quality, pixel ratio and image type to analysis the image size. There are many image features to find out in the location.
FIGURE: 3.4

We have created the vector called result2 for comparing the attributes location ‘rural’ to display the attributes has been retrieved. It shows the image quality, pixel ratio and image type to analysis the image size. The images are mostly searched in a rural location.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper shows the image retrieval is used to find out the image size. So we find out the result by visualized that more people has searched through the rural location by comparing village location. The village location is very low to retrieval the images.

FURTHER WORK:
It is suggested that the method of solution can be extended to different location and it represent the number of clusters that have occurred in attributes based on image quality and image type should be improve, so it is suggested in logistic regression.
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